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Announcements

● New TA office hours: Friday 12pm - 2pm

● If you’re taking MAT134: both CSC148 and MAT134 have a test on Mar 16 at 
the same time. To fix the conflict: in March, please email Shay Fuchs, your 
MAT134 coordinator, for an alternate test time.

● Our Test 1 is on Feb 9, starting at 17:00, rooms TBA.
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Recursion
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What is recursion?

Literally, it means “defining something in terms of itself”

In other words, recursion is something that has a recursive 
structure (a structure that is defined in terms of itself). 

Some examples ...
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Human Language

● It consists of a vocabulary + some rules of sentence formation

● Suppose we have the following vocabulary:

○ Nouns: “Alice”, “Bob”, “Charlie”

○ Verbs: “love”, “hate”

● Suppose the sentence-formation rule is: sentence = noun + verb + noun

● How many different sentences can you form?

● Now add a recursive rule: sentence = noun + verb + sentence. How many 
sentences now?

● Recursion enables a language to express INFINITE meanings!
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Takeaway

So, a lot of things in real life have recursive structures.

In this course, we are particularly interested in one type of 
things:

Problems with recursive structures.

We want to solve such problems using recursive solutions, 

and computers are a great tool for implementing that.
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Now let’s solve a recursive problem
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Problem: Draw painting of size x

Describe the procedure as a human.
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draw painting of size x:

  draw woman with size x

  draw frame with size x

  draw painting with size 0.5x

  put woman, frame and the small painting 

  at the right positions

Note that this description is recursive.

Does it work? If someone just follows this 
instruction would they finish the drawing?



Try applying the procedure:
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draw painting(1.0)
   draw woman(1.0)
   draw frame(1.0)
   draw painting(0.5)
      draw woman(0.5)
      draw frame(0.5)
      draw painting(0.25)
         draw woman(0.25)
         draw frame(0.25)
         draw painting(0.125)
            draw women(0.125)
              ……

The painter who follows this procedure will die 
before finishing painting.

Because this it never terminates!



Improving the solution

So we should stop drawing at some point.

When should we stop drawing?

When the size is so small that we can just ignore 
the procedure and do something simple.

This we call a base case: a case so small/simple 
that we can directly solve without recursing into the 
next level.

A working recursive solution MUST 
have a base case.
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The working solution ...
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draw painting of size x:

  if x is very small, e.g., x < 0.001:

    just leave it and task done for size x

  draw woman with size x

  draw frame with size x

  draw painting with size 0.5x

  put woman, frame and the small painting

  at the right positions

So if I give a person this description of solution, they will be able to 
understand it, follow it, and solve the problem. 
How about a computer? How can I tell it to follow this solution?



Computers can understand the same thing, literally!
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draw painting of size x:

  if x is very small, e.g., x < 0.001:

    leave it and task done for size x

  draw woman with size x

  draw frame with size x

  draw painting with size 0.5x

  put woman, frame and the small mona

  recursa at the right positions

For human

def draw_painting(x):

  if x < 0.001:

    return

  else:

    woman = draw_woman(x)

    frame = draw_frame(x)

    mona = draw_painting(0.5x)

    result = adjust_position(woman, frame, mona)

    return result

For computer

It’s “practically magic”. You will learn about the truth of the magic in later courses.
● CSC236: you’ll prove why this solution is correct.
● CSC258: you’ll learn how the computer hardware is built to support this.



The General Structure of a 
Recursive Solution
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General Structure of a Recursive Solution
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def solve(problem):

    # base case
    if problem is very simple:
        return the very simple solution

    # recursive cases
    break problem into smaller subproblems of the 
    same type (identify recursive structures).

    for each smaller subproblem:
        solve(subproblem) # recursive call

    combine the solutions to the subproblems 
    to get the solution to problem

    return solution

When constructing a recursive 
solution, trust the magic: As long as 
you do correctly the “base case”, the 
“break” and the “combine”, the 
program is guaranteed to solve the 
problem correctly.

When constructing a recursive 
solution, avoid thinking about what 
happens inside the recursive 
calls, just assume that the recursive 
calls give you the correct solutions to 
the subproblems.



Let’s try solving some problems using 
recursion!
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Make turtle draw this
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Snowflake: draw(size)

Base case: if size is very small, just return

Recursive case:

Break the problem into 6 smaller problems of 
drawing the smaller snowflakes.

Suppose we have the drawing of the smaller ones, 
how do we combine them into the big one?

forward(), draw(small), backward(), left(60)

repeat the above 6 times.
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Binary Codes

A binary code of length r is a string of r bits (0 or 1)

How many binary codes are of length 1?

● 2   [0 and 1]

How many binary codes are of length 2?

● 4   [00, 01, 10, 11]

How many binary codes are of length 3?

● 8   [000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111]

Our task: given integer r, output a list of all binary codes of length r.
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Binary Code: Base Case

What is the base case?

r = 0

The only binary code with length 0 is 

the empty string ‘’

output = [‘’]
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Binary Code: Recursive Case

How do we break solve(r) into smaller problems of 
the same type?

A smaller problem of the same type: solve(r-1)

Assume we have the answer to solve(r-1), how can 
we use (combine) it to get the answer to solve(r),

i.e., if we have all binary codes of length r-1, how do 
we get the binary codes of length r?

For each code of length r-1, add a 0 or 1.

Combine all of these into a new list and return it.
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DEMO
binary_code.py

binary_code_v2.py
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Analyzing 
Recursive Code
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Analyzing/Tracing Recursive Code
An informal “proof” for “solve(r) is correct”.

● start from the base case, show that solve(0) is 
correct.

● given that solve(0) is correct, show that 
solve(1) is correct.

● given that solve(1) is correct, show that 
solve(2) is correct.

● generally, given solve(k) is correct show that 
solve(k+1) is correct.

● Do this until we reach that solve(r) is correct.
● Essentially, solve(r) is correct for all r >= 0.
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Analyzing/Tracing Recursive Code
solve(0): [‘’], correct,

solve(1): [‘’+0, ‘’+1] = [0, 1], correct

solve(2): [0+0, 0+1, 1+0, 1+1] = [00, 01, 

10, 11], correct

solve(3), [000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 

110, 111], correct

Suppose solve(k) gives us all binary 

codes of length k. Does the code generate 

all codes of length k+1?
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A general tip about tracing

When you try to construct the solution code of a problem, don’t do the tracing 
with multiple levels of recursive calls. Just follow the “Base-Break-Combine” 
recipe, i.e., simply assume the recursive calls give the correct results, and only 
worry about one level of recursion.

After you have the code, use the tracing/analysis (starting from base case) to 
convince yourself that the code is correct.

Or when you are reading other people’s solution code, use the tracing/analysis to 
check whether the solution is correct; or just for checking what the code is 
actually doing.
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Next Problem:

Permutations
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Permutations

A permutation is an ordering of the elements.

A permutation of a string is an ordering of the characters.

What are the permutations of the string “abc”? How many are there?

6 of them: abc, acb, bac, cab, bca, cba

For a string of n characters, there are n! permutations

Our task: write a recursive function to generate all 
permutations of a given string s.
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Permutations

Base case: 

● s = ‘’

● output is [‘’]

Recursive case:

Break/reduce into smaller problem: s[1:] or s[:-1].

Think about the input s = ‘abcd’ broken into ‘abc’ adding ‘d’

Assume we have solution for abc: [abc, acb, bac, cab, bca, cba]

Combine: How to generate all permutations of abcd?
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All perms generated by 
adding a ‘d’ to ‘abc’:

dabc, adbc, abdc, abcd



DEMO:
permutations.py
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Next Problem:
Summing a Nested List
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Summing a Nested List

Given an arbitrarily nested list, like [1, 2, [3, [4]], 5]

return the sum of all numbers in the list
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Summing a Nested List

Base case: 

● if the list is empty, then return 0

Recursive case:

● Break/reduce: The input is a big list composed of smaller sub-lists (smaller 
versions of the same problem), that’s how we can break it down.

● Combine: assuming we have the sum of each sub-list, the add them up
○ an item in the big list can be a sub-list or just a number

■ if it’s a number, just add the number itself
■ if it’s a list, add the sum of that list
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DEMO:
sumlist.py
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